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Abstract—Given a network with groups, such as a contactnetwork grouped by ages, which are the best groups to immunize
to control the epidemic? Equivalently, how to best choose communities in social networks like Facebook to stop rumors from
spreading? Immunization is an important problem in multiple
different domains like epidemiology, public health, cyber security
and social media. Additionally, clearly immunization at group
scale (like schools and communities) is more realistic due to
constraints in implementations and compliance (e.g., it is hard
to ensure specific individuals take the adequate vaccine). Hence
efficient algorithms for such a “group-based” problem can help
public-health experts take more practical decisions. However
most prior work has looked into individual-scale immunization.
In this paper, we study the problem of controlling propagation
at group scale. We formulate novel so-called Group Immunization
problems for multiple natural settings (for both threshold and
cascade-based contagion models under both node-level and edgelevel interventions) and develop multiple efficient algorithms,
including provably approximate solutions. Finally, we show the
effectiveness of our methods via extensive experiments on real
and synthetic datasets.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Infectious diseases account for a large fraction of deaths
worldwide. The main public health response to containing
epidemic outbreaks is by vaccination and social distancing,
e.g., [1], [2]. These interventions have resource constraints
(e.g., limited supply of vaccines and the high cost of social
distancing), and therefore, designing optimal control strategies
is an active area of research in public health policy planning,
e.g., [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. However, optimal strategies
based on node level characteristics, such as the degree or
spectral properties [6], [7] cannot be easily turned into implementable policies, because such targeted immunization of
specific individuals raises significant social and moral issues.
As a result, vaccination policies, such as those specified by
CDC are at the level of groups (e.g., based on demographics),
and almost all the efforts in epidemiology are focused on
developing group level strategies, even though this may lead
to sub-optimal solutions, compared to the individual level
policies. For instance, Medlock et al. [1] develop an optimal
vaccine allocation for different age groups. However, all prior
work on optimal group level immunization has focused on
differential equation based models, and has not been studied
on network models of epidemic spread. Implementing such
interventions is challenging because people “comply” with
them based on their individual utility. We model such limited
compliance by random allocation within each group, which
motivates our paper. We study both vaccination problems
(which can be modeled by node removal from the network)
and social distancing (which can be modeled by edge removal).

Similar diffusion processes arise in other domains such as
social media, e.g., the spread of spam rumors on Facebook,
Twitter, LiveJournal or Friendster. These are also commonly
modeled by models such as the Linear Threshold (LT) model [8]. Analogous to the public-health case, we can control such
processes by ‘immunization’ via blocking users or preventing
some interactions. Past work has studied individual-level based
immunization algorithms for the LT model [9]. However, it
is more realistic to issue a warning bulletin on group pages,
and members within groups can get the warning to stop
disseminating rumors. Similarly, Twitter can warn a group of
accounts to control the spread of the malicious tweets. The
same holds true for user groups in Friendster and LiveJournal.
In this paper, we present a unified approach to study
strategies for controlling the spread of diffusion processes
through group level interventions, capturing both uncertainty
and lack of control at high resolution within groups. The main
contributions of our paper are:
(a) Problem Formulation: We develop group level intervention problems in both the LT model, and the SIS/SIR models,
for which we consider a spectral radius based formulation.
We consider arbitrarily specified groups, and interventions that
involve both edge and node removal, modeling quarantining
and vaccination, respectively. The interventions specify the
number xi of nodes/edges that can be removed within each
group Ci ; however, these are chosen randomly within the
group. These problems generalize the node level problems and
have not been studied before.
(b) Effective Algorithms: We develop efficient theoretical
and practical algorithms for the four problem classes we
consider. We find that diverse kinds of techniques are needed
for these problems—submodular function maximization on
an integer lattice, quadratic programming and semidefinite
programming. Our algorithms leverage prior techniques for
analyzing contagion processes, e.g., [10], [9], [6], but require
non-trivial extensions.
(c) Experimental Evaluation: We present extensive experiments on multiple real datasets including epidemiological
and social networks, and demonstrate that our algorithms
outperform other competitors on node and edge deletion at
group scale for controlling infection as well as spectral radius
minimization.
II.

O UR P ROBLEM F ORMULATIONS

Table I lists the main symbols we use throughout the paper.
Here we assume our graph G(V, E) is directed and weighted.
We give two different sets of problems which cover a wide
range of contagion-like processes both threshold-based and

TABLE I.

T ERMS AND S YMBOLS

Symbol

Definition and Description

G(V, E)
C
A
n
m
puv
g(v)
g(u, v)
x
σC,A (x)

graph G with the node set V and the edge set E
set containing groups
set of initial infected nodes
the number of groups in the graph
budget (the number of vaccines)
weight on edge e(u, v)
group index of node v, i.e., g(v) = i if v ∈ Ci
group index of edge (u, v), i.e., g(u, v) = i if (u, v) ∈ Ci
vaccine allocation vector (x1 , · · · , xn ) for edges/nodes
the expected number of infected nodes at the end when x is
allocated to edges
the expected number of infected nodes at the end when x is
allocated to nodes
vector with ek = 1 and ei = 0 for i = k
E[M(x)]
maximum expected degree of G(x)
expected spectral radius of M(x)
spectral radius of the expected matrix ME (x)
minimum expected spectral radius over all M(x), i.e.,
minx λE (x)
the allocation vector which minimizes λ(ME (x)) over all x,
i.e., arg minx λ(ME (x))


σC,A
(x)

ek
ME (x)
ΔE (x)
λE (x)
λ(ME (x))
λmin
E
xmin

cascade-style. In addition, all our problems have been carefully
formulated to be seamless generalizations of the corresponding
individual-level problems.
Our first set of problems are based on the LT model which
is a well-known model for social media and complex propagations [8] suited for representing ‘threshold’ behaviors for
activation. As mentioned in the introduction, the vaccination
problem here can help to control such processes like spam and
rumors on Twitter and Facebook [9].
Our second set of problems are based on the spectral
radius formulation [7], [11] following the fundamental SIR
and SIS models that contain the popular IC model [8] as a
special case (more details in Section II-B). Recent results [10],
[12] have shown that the spectral radius is connected to
the reproduction number in epidemiology and determines the
phase-transition (‘epidemic threshold’) between epidemic/nonepidemic regimes in a very large range of cascade-style models
(including SIR/SIS/IC models).
We refer to both node and edge level interventions as
immunization. For a graph G(V, E), we assume that the edge
(node) set is partitioned into groups C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }
for the edge (node) immunization problems. Note that we
assume there are no overlaps among groups. We define x =
(x1 , . . . , xn ) as the vaccine allocation vector, i.e., if we give
xi vaccines, to group Ci , xi edges (nodes) will be uniformly
randomly removed from Ci , which means those edges/nodes
will not be involved in the diffusion process. The objective is
to find an allocation that controls the diffusion process most
effectively.
A. Problem Definition under LT model
In the LT model, a node v can be influenced
 by each neighbor u according to a weight puv where e(u,v)∈E puv ≤ 1.
The diffusion process proceeds as follows: at the start, every
node u uniformly randomly chooses a threshold θu from the
range [0,1], which represents the weighted fraction of u’s
neighbors that must be active to activate
u; an inactive node

u becomes active at time t + 1 if w∈N 1 pwu ≥ θu where
u
Nu1 is the set of active neighbors of v at time t; all active

nodes will stay active. The process stops when no additional
node becomes active. Each group may have some seeds (initial
infected nodes). The seeds will spread information/virus by the
LT model.
For the edge deletion under the LT model, let σC,A (x)
(Zn → R) denote the expected number of infected nodes in G
(the footprint of G), given seed set A and vaccine allocation
vector x for the group set C. Now we are ready to define the
edge version of the problem under the LT model.
P ROBLEM 1: G ROUP I MMUNIZATION under LT model
(edge version):
G IVEN : Graph G(V, E), a partition of the edge set C =
{C1 , . . . , Cn }, seed set A and m vaccines (budget). Let x be
the edge vaccine allocation vector.
F IND : The optimum allocation xopt which maximizes
f (x) = σC,A (0) − σC,A (x) s.t. |x| ≤ m.
Next, we define the node version of this problem. Let

σC,A
(x) denote the footprint of G. It is same as σC,A (x)
except that the allocation vector x corresponds to node vaccination.
P ROBLEM 2: G ROUP I MMUNIZATION under LT model
(Node Version):
G IVEN : Graph G(V, E), a partition of the vertex set C =
{C1 , . . . , Cn }, seed set A and m vaccines (budget). Let x be
the node vaccine allocation vector.
F IND : The optimum allocation xopt which maximizes


(0) − σC,A
(x) s.t. |x| ≤ m.
f  (x) = σC,A
Note that Problems 1 and 2 are NP-hard as their special case, individual-level based immunizations (when each
edge/node is a group), are NP-hard themselves [9].
B. Problem Definition for spectral radius
As mentioned before the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a network (a.k.a., spectral radius), λ, is an important metric which can be linked to the reproduction number
and the epidemic threshold τ of a graph G (i.e. τ ∝ λ1 ) for a
broad-range of cascade-style epidemic models [10] including
SIR (‘mumps-like’ which generalizes the IC model), SIS (‘flulike’), SEIS (with incubation period) and so on. An epidemic
will be quickly extinguished given a small enough λ. Tong
et al [7], [11] proposed effective node-based and edge-based
individual immunization methods to minimize λ. Following
their methodology, in this paper we aim to maximize the drop
of the spectral radius of G, Δλ, when vaccines are allocated
to groups. Similar to Problems 1 and 2, when xi vaccines
are given to group Ci , we uniformly remove xi nodes/edge
at random. Hence, we want to find the optimal allocation
x such that the expectation of Δλ, E[Δλ](x) is maximum.
Note that we do not define the problems here based on the
‘footprint’ (as in the previous section for LT) for primarily
two reasons: (a) these versions naturally generalize the corresponding individual-level immunization problems studied in
past literature [7], [11]; and (b) due to the epidemic threshold
results, using the spectral radius allows us to immediately
formulate a general problem for multiple cascade-style models
(like SIR/SIS/IC) each with differences in their exact spreading
process which we can ignore. Formally our problems are:

P ROBLEM 3: G ROUP I MMUNIZATION for spectral radius
(edge version)
G IVEN : Graph G(V, E), a partition of the edge set
C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }, and m vaccines (budget). Let x be the
edge vaccine allocation vector, and let E[Δλ](x) denote the
expected drop in the spectral radius after the immunization.
F IND : The optimum allocation xopt which maximizes
E[Δλ], i.e., xopt = arg maxx E[Δλ](x) s.t. |x| ≤ m.
P ROBLEM 4: G ROUP I MMUNIZATION for spectral radius
(node version)
G IVEN : Graph G(V, E), a partition of the node set
C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }, and m vaccines (budget). Let x be the
edge vaccine allocation vector, and let E[Δλ](x) denote the
expected drop in the spectral radius after the immunization.
F IND : The optimum allocation xopt which maximizes
E[Δλ], i.e., xopt = arg maxx E[Δλ](x) s.t. |x| ≤ m.
Problems 3 and 4 are NP-hard too—their special cases,
individual-level immunizations are NP-hard [7], [11].
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHODS

We first discuss our algorithms for the G ROUP I MMU problem under the LT model (Problems 1 & 2),
and then the spectral radius versions (Problems 3 & 4).
NIZATION

A. Edge Deletion under LT model
The function f (x) we are trying to optimize in Problem 1 is
defined over an integer lattice, and is not a simple set function.
Our approach is to identify a submodularity like condition that
is satisfied by our function f (x), for which a greedy algorithm
gives good performance. Let ek be the vector with 1 at the kth
index and 0 be the all zeros vector. We consider the following
three properties.
(P1 )
(P2 )
(P3 )

f (x) ≥ 0 and f (0) = 0.
(Non-decreasing) f (x) ≤ f (x + ek ) for any k.
(Diminishing returns) For any x ≥ x and k, we
have f (x + ek ) − f (x) ≥ f (x + ek ) − f (x ).

The notion of submodularity of set functions has been
extended to functions over integer lattices—see, e.g., [13],
who show that a greedy algorithm gives a constant factor
approximation to submodular lattice functions with budget
constraints. We note that in the context of functions defined
on an integer lattice, unlike in the case of set functions,
submodularity need not be equivalent to diminishing return
property. Besides, there are multiple non-equivalent definitions
of the diminishing return property, as observed in [13]. We
show below in Theorem 1 that a greedy algorithm gives an
(1−1/e)-factor approximation to a function f (x) satisfying the
properties (P1 ), (P2 ) and (P3 ) above. It is not clear whether
the analysis of [13] implies a similar bound for the kind of
functions f (x) we need to consider here.
Theorem 1: Suppose f (x), x ∈ Zn satisfies the properties
(P1 ), (P2 ) and (P3 ) above. Then, Algorithm 1 gives a (1 −
1/e)-approximate
solution to the problem of maximizing f (x)

subject to i xi ≤ m.

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm
Require: f , budget m
1: x = 0
2: for j = 1 to m do
3:
i = arg maxk=1,...,n f (x + ek ) − f (x)
4:
x = x + ei
5: end for
6: return x

Proof: The proof is in the online appendix1.
Now, we will show that the objective function f (x) =
σC,A (0) − σC,A (x) for the edge deletion problem under the
LT model satisfies the properties stated in Theorem 1. In the
ensuing discussion, we will assume without loss of generality
that there is only one seed node. This is because, if there are
multiple seed nodes, then, we can merge all of them to a single
‘super’ node (say s) in the
following manner: for every vertex
v ∈ V \ A, set psv =
u∈N (v)∩A puv , where N (v) is the
set of neighbors of v. We note that after this modification the
edges between 
v and its susceptible
neighbors are unchanged,

and at time 0, w∈Nv pwv = w∈N (v)∩A pwv = psv . Hence,
σC,A (x) = σC,s (x). Henceforth, we will assume that there is
only one seed node, and drop the subscript A from σC,A (x),
denoting it by σC (x).
Lemma 1: The function f (x) = σC (0) − σC (x) satisfies
the properties (P1 ), (P2 ) and (P3 ) above.
Proof: Property 1 is trivially true because, when x = 0, by
definition, f (0) = 0, and since vaccination does not increase
the number of infections, σC (x) ≤ σC (0). For the rest of
the proof, since σC (0) is a constant, we only need to analyze
σC (x). Note that for any x ≥ x, we can find a sequence of
vectors (z1 , z2 , . . . , zl ) for some l such that x = z1 , x = zl
and zi = zi−1 + eki−1 for some index ki−1 . Therefore, it is
enough to prove that Properties 1 and 2 hold for x = x + ej
for some index j. Also, we can assume that xj < |Cj |, for
j = 1, . . . , n, for if this is not true for some j, then, it implies
that all the edges in Cj will be vaccinated, and therefore, we
can simply remove all Cj from the analysis and reduce the
budget by xj .
Let R(x) ⊆ 2V be the collection of sets R satisfying
|R ∩ Ci | = xi . Following the equivalence between influence
in the LT model 
and the directed
percolation process [8], we

have σC (x) =
Pr[
Ĝ]
R∈R(x) Pr[R]γC (Ĝ, R), where
Ĝ
the first sum is over all possible live-edge subgraphs Ĝ
of G in the percolation process, Pr[R] is the probability
when the set R is removed , and γC (Ĝ, R) is the expected
number of infected nodes in Ĝ at the end of the LT process afterthe set R is removed. This can be rewritten as
σC (x) = Ĝ Pr[Ĝ]σC (Ĝ, x), where Pr[Ĝ] is the probability

of sampling Ĝ, and σC (Ĝ, x) =
R∈R(x) Pr[R]γC (Ĝ, R).
Henceforth, we will abbreviate γC (Ĝ, R) as γ̂(R).
We will show that σC (Ĝ, x) is non-increasing, i.e.
σC (Ĝ, x) ≥ σC (Ĝ, x ) where x = x + ej , thereby
showing that f (x) satisfies Property 2. Since the number
of nodes reachable from the seed node with R removed
1 Appendix:

http://people.cs.vt.edu/∼ yaozhang/group-immu/.

is at least as many as those with R ∪ {e} removed,
for any e ∈ Cj \ R, we have
{e}).
 γ̂(R) ≥ γ̂(R ∪

=
=
Therefore, σ(Ĝ, x )
 ∈R(x ) Pr[R ]γ̂(R )
R


1
Pr[R]γ̂(R
∪
{e})
≤
j
R∈R(x) e∈Cj \R |Cj |−x
1
Pr[R]γ̂(R)
=
R∈R(x) e∈Cj \R |Cj |−xj
R∈R(x) Pr[R]γ̂(R) = σC (Ĝ, x).
Finally, we will show that σC (Ĝ, x + ek ) − σC (Ĝ, x) ≤
σC (Ĝ, x + ek ) − σC (Ĝ, x ). From the above discussion, this
will imply that f (x) satisfies Property 3. Suppose x = x+ej ,
we have two cases to consider: (1) ek = ej ; (2) ek = ej . For
1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ci = |Ci | and xi denote the ith element in x.
First, 
we consider case (1) (ek = 
ej ). For R ∈ R(x),
Pr[R] = i c1i = ρ c1k , where, ρ = i=k c1i .
( xi )
(xk )
(xi )
σ(Ĝ, x) − σ(Ĝ, x + ek )

1
ρ  ck  γ̂(R) −
=
xk

R∈R(x)



xk

1
xk + 1

1

ck
(xk +1)

R ∈R(x )

  1
 c  γ̂(R) −
=ρ
k
R∈R(x)

ρ



e∈Ck \R

 γ̂(R )



1


 γ̂(R ∪ {e}) .

ck
xk +1

The factor xk1+1 is due to the fact that R ∪ {e} comes up in
(xk + 1) combinations involving R and e. This simplifies to
=

ρxk !(ck − xk − 1)! 
ck !



γ̂(R) − γ̂(R ∪ {e}) .

(1)

R∈R(x) e∈Ck \R

Similarly, we have σC (Ĝ, x ) − σC (Ĝ, x + ek )
=

ρ(xk + 1)!(ck − xk − 2)! 
ck !




γ̂(R ) − γ̂(R ∪ {e})

R ∈R(x ) e∈Ck \R

=


ρ(xk + 1)!(ck − xk − 2)! 
1
ck !
(xk + 1) 
R∈R(x)
e ∈Ck \R

γ̂(R ∪ {e }) − γ̂(R ∪ {e, e }) .
e∈Ck \(R∪{e })

From [9, proof of Theorem 6], γ̂(R) − γ̂(R ∪ {e}) ≥ γ̂(R ∪
})− γ̂(R∪{e, e }) (supermodularity).
{e
  Therefore, (ck −xk −
1) e [γ̂(R) − γ̂(R ∪ {e})] ≥ e e γ̂(R ∪ {e }) − γ̂(R ∪
{e, e }). Hence proved.
Now, we consider case (2). Let Pr[R] = ρ c1k c1j , where
(xk ) (xj )

ρ = i=j,k c1i . From eqn. (1), we have σ(Ĝ, x) − σ(Ĝ, x +
( xi )
ek ). σC (x ) − σC (x + ek )
=


ρ xk !(ck − xk − 1)! 
 cj 
[γ̂(R ) − γ̂(R ∪ {e})]
c ! R ∈R(x ) e∈C \R
(x +1) k
j

k

ρ (xj + 1)!(cj − xj − 1)! xk !(ck − xk − 1)!  1
=
cj !
ck !
xj + 1
R



[γ̂(R ∪ ej ) − γ̂(R ∪ {e, ej })] .
ej ∈Cj \R e∈Ck \(R∪{ej })


Again

 from [9], (cj − xj − 1) e γ̂(R) − γ̂(R ∪ {e}) ≥
ej
e γ̂(R ∪ {ej }) − γ̂(R ∪ {ej , e}). Hence proved.
Algorithm 1 provides a simple greedy algorithm. In Algorithm 1, to estimate σC (x), we can apply the Sample
Average Approximation (SAA) framework. Let L ⊂ R(x),

denote a sample set from
 the set of all possible allocations.
1
σC (x) ≈ σ̂C (x) = |L|
R∈L γC (R), Kempe et. al. [8] show
that γC (R) can be estimated by sampling from the set of
live-edge graphs. Let this sample set be denoted by M. This
approach takes O(|M||L|(|E| + |V |)) time to estimate σC (x),
and O(mn|M||L|(|E| + |V |)) for the full greedy algorithm,
which is not practical for large networks. However, we can
speed up this naive greedy algorithm.
Speed-up of the Greedy Algorithm: G REEDY-LT. Since a
s
live-graph sampled from M is a tree, we can denote it as TX
s
where s is the root, and r(u, TX ) = |{v|v ∈ subtree(u)}|, i.e.,
s
the number of nodes that are under the subtree of u in TX
.
G REEDY-LT is summarized in Algorithm 2. It first merges all
seeds into a ‘supernode’ s and samples |M| live-edge graphs,
s
and then compute r(u, TX
) in parallel for all nodes in all the
live graphs (Line 1-3). After that we greedily select m vaccines
(Line 4-10): we initially set the allocation vector x = 0, and
in each iteration, for each
the marginal
 group Ci , we calculate
s
s
) − r(s, TX
\ e), i.e.,
loss ΔCi ,s (x + ei ) = e(u,v)∈T s r(s, TX
X
we randomly pick one edge from each group for each lives
edge graph, then sum their marginal losses up over TX
as Ci ’s
s
s
s
marginal loss. Note that r(s, TX )−r(s, TX \e) = r(v, TX
)+1,
where node v is the endpoint of e [9]. We pick the group C ∗
with the maximum marginal loss. Finally we removed the edge
s
that has been picked, and update r(u, TX
) in parallel (Line 11s
s
: (1) for
13). There are two cases to update TX if e(u, v) ∈ TX
v’s children, we can remove them because it is not reachable
s
s
from s; (2) for any ancestor a of v, r(a, TX
\ e) = r(a, TX
)−
s
) − 1, which can be done in constant time. Following
r(v, TX
Theorem 1, G REEDY-LT is a (1 − 1/e − )-approximation
algorithm where  is the approximation factor for estimating
σC (x).
Algorithm 2 G REEDY-LT
Require: Graph G, group set C, seed set A, and budget m
1: Merge seed set A to I
I
I
2: Sample live-edge graphs M = {TX
, . . . , TX
}
1
|M|
I
I
3: For each TX , calculate r(u, TX ) for all nodes (in parallel)
4: Set x = 0
5: for j = 1 to m do
I
6:
for each TX
and Ci do
I
i
7:
pick an edge eC
X at random for Ci and TX
8:
end for

I
I
i
9:
C ∗ = arg maxCi eCi ∈T I (r(I, TX
) − r(I, TX
\ eC
X ))
X
X
10:
xC ∗ = xC ∗ + 1
I
11:
for each∗ TX
do
I
I
i
12:
If eC
(u,
v) ∈ TX
, remove edge eC
X
X and update r(n, TX )
for node n (in parallel)
13:
end for
14: end for
15: return x
I
Running Time of G REEDY-LT. Calculating all r(u, TX
)
I
costs O(|M||V |) time since we can traverse TX once to
I
). And greedily choosing m vaccine
get all values of r(u, TX
allocation needs O(mn|M||V |). Hence, the serial version of
G REEDY-LT costs O(mn|M||V |). Note that in practice, we
I
can speed it up by computing and updating ri (u, TX
) in
I
parallel. In addition, since TX
is tree, the increasing difference
property still holds, hence we can accelerate G REEDY-LT by
“lazy evaluation” [14], [15] as well.

B. Node Deletion under LT model
Our algorithm for the node version of the G ROUP I MMU problem is also the greedy algorithm 1, as in the
edge version in Section III-A. Without loss of generality, we
also assume that all seed nodes in A are merged, and drop the


subscript A from σC,A
(x), denoting it by σC
(x). Our analysis



(0) − σC
(x) in
relies on proving that the function f (x) = σC
Problem 2 satisfies the properties (P1 ), (P2 ) and (P3 ) from
Section III-A, as discussed below.
NIZATION



(0) − σC
(x) satisfies
Lemma 2: The function f  (x) = σC
the properties (P1 ), (P2 ) and (P3 ).

Proof: (Sketch) Our proof follows on the same lines as
the proof of Lemma 1. As a first step, we need to prove that

γC
(R) is monotone non-increasing and supermodular, where

(R) is the expected number of infected nodes at the end of
γC
the LT process after R is removed. We show that this follows
from the corresponding property for the function γC (·), as used
in Lemma 1.
First, for any node set S ⊂ V , we define edge set ES =
{e(i, j) | i ∈ S ∨ j ∈ S}. Let S, T ⊂ V with S ⊆ T . Then,


(S) = γC (ES ) ≤ γC (ET ) = γC
(T ).
ES ⊆ ET , so that γC

This proves γC
(·) is monotonically decreasing. Next, we prove
below that ES∩T ⊆ ES ∩ ET and ES∪T ⊆ ES ∪ ET . For the
former, observe that for any edge (i, j) ∈ ES∩T , we must have
either i ∈ S ∩ T or j ∈ S ∩ T . From the definition of ES and
ET , it follows that (i, j) ∈ ES ∩ET , so that ES∩T ⊆ ES ∩ET .
Similarly, if (i, j) ∈ ES∪T , we have either i ∈ S ∪ T or
j ∈ S ∪ T . This implies that (i, j) ∈ ES ∪ ET .
Hence, γC (ES ∩ ET ) ≤ γC (ES∩T ) and γC (ES ∪
ET ) ≤ γC (ES∪T ). According to the supermodularity of γC (·),
γC (ES )+ γC (ET ) ≤ γC (ES ∪ET )+ γC (ES ∩ET ), therefore,


(S) + γC
(T ) = γC (ES ) + γC (ET ) ≤ γC (ES ∪ ET ) +
γC

(S ∪ T ) +
γC (ES ∩ ET ) ≤ γC (ES∪T ) + γC (ES∩T ) = γC


γC (S ∩ T ), which proves γC (·) is supermodular.
Following the equivalence between the LT model and

the
[8], we have σC
(x) =
 percolation process
 directed

Pr[
Ĝ]
Pr[R]γ
(
Ĝ,
R),
where
the
first
sum is
C
R∈R(x)
Ĝ
over all possible live-edge subgraphs Ĝ of G in the percolation

process, and γC
(Ĝ, R) is the expected number of infected
nodes in Ĝ at the end of the LT process after the set R of
nodes is removed. The proof then follows as in Lemma 1,

using the supermodularity of γC
(·).
Lemma 2 suggests that Theorem 1 holds for node version as well: GREEDY algorithm will provide a (1 − 1/e)approximate solution. We extend G REEDY-LT (Algorithm 2)
to the node version: instead of randomly pick edges (Line
7), we randomly pick nodes to calculate the marginal loss
(Line 9), and remove the corresponding nodes (Line 12). The
observation is that calculating the marginal loss of removing node v in C in constant time holds here as well, i.e.,
I
I
I
r(I, TX
) − r(I, TX
\ v) = r(v, TX
) + 1. Hence, the updating
process is the same as the edge version of G REEDY-LT.
C. Edge Deletion for Spectral Radius
We propose two algorithms for Problem 3, edge immunization based on spectral radius. While the first one is an

SDP formulation based on the actual eigendrop, the second algorithm is an LP-based method which uses an approximation of the eigendrop. The time complexity of SDP
(O(|V |4 polylog(|V |))) was one of the primary motivations to
come up with the much faster LP heuristic (its complexity
depends only on the number of groups, not graph size). On
the other hand, SDP has proven performance guarantee, and is
not merely of theoretical interest; it can be used as a baseline to
assess the performance of faster heuristics on smaller networks.
1) An SDP approach: Let G(V, E) be a graph whose edge
set is partitioned into n groups C1 , · · · , Cn . Let x be the edge
allocation vector. For an edge (u, v), let g(u, v) denote the
index of the group to which (u, v) belongs. Let G(x) be the
random graph obtained by removing each edge in Ci with
probability pi = xi /ci , where ci = |Ci |. Let M(x) be its
adjacency matrix and λE (x) = E[λ(M(x))] be the expected
spectral radius.


(M(x))uv =

1,
0,

with prob. (1 − pg(u,v) ) if (u, v) ∈ E(G),
otherwise.
(2)

Let ME (x) = E[M(x)] be the expectation of the adjacency
matrix of G(x).


(ME (x))uv =

1 − pg(u,v) , if (u, v) ∈ E(G),
0,
otherwise.

(3)

The problem is to find the optimal allocation, i.e., the x
for which λE (x) is minimized. We will denote this value by
:= minx λE (x).
λmin
E
Remark 3.1: In the SDP formulation, for ease of analysis,
we replace the hard budget constraint by an expected budget
constraint, i.e., the expected size of the vaccine allocation
vector x is m. This is not a problem since, in reality, the budget
is sufficiently high ( log n). Hence, with high probability, the
number of vaccines in the solution will be very close to the
expected budget. Given this small difference, we can force the
number of vaccines to be within the budget constraints, with
very little effect on the performance.
Finding the allocation x with minimum λ(ME (x)). Note
that, ME (x)uv = (1 − pg(u,v) ), if (u, v) ∈ E(G). We use a
simple SDP to find the allocation which minimizes λ(ME (x))
and meets the budget constraint m.
minimize
subject to

t
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, for i = 1, . . . , n

i pi ci ≤ m,
tI − ME (x)  0 .

(4)

Let xmin denote the allocation vector corresponding to the
solution of the SDP.
to λ(ME (xmin )). One can use the following
Relating λmin
E
result by Lu and Peng [16] to bound λE (x) with respect to
λ(ME (x)).
Theorem 2 ([16]): Consider an edge-independent random
graph H. Let M(H) denote its adjacency matrix and
ME (H) = E[M(H)]. ΔE (H) denotes the maximum expected
degree. If ΔE (H)  log4 |V |, then, almost surely
|λi (M(H)) − λi (ME (H))| ≤ (2 + o(1))

for i = 1, . . . , |V |.

ΔE (H),

Recall that xmin is the output of SDP (4), and it corresponds
to the allocation vector which minimizes λ(ME (x)) over all
x. Let ΔE (xmin ) denote the maximum expected degree of
G(xmin ).
4
Lemma 3: If xmin is such that Δ
E (xmin )  log |V |, then,
λmin
≤ λ(ME (xmin )) + (2 + o(1)) ΔE (xmin )+1.
E

Proof: Let z = λ(ME (xmin )) + (2 + o(1)) ΔE (xmin ).
Applying Theorem 2 to G(xmin ), λ(M(xmin )) ≤ z almost
surely.
In fact, for ΔE(xmin )  log4 |V |, it can be shown that

Pr λ(M(xmin )) ≥ z ≤ 1/|V | (see [16, proof of Theorem
6]). Noting that λ(M(xmin )) ≤ λ(M),

λE (xmin ) = E[λ(M(xmin ))]


≤ Pr λ(M(xmin )) ≤ z · z


+ Pr λ(M(xmin )) ≥ z · λ(M)
1
· λ(M) < z + 1 .
≤1·z+
|V |

(5)
Mij ui uj xa .

a∈C (i,j)∈Ck


(i,j)∈Ca Mij ui uj , then, φ(x) =
If we define αa =
α
x
.
We
want
to
maximize
φ(x) subject to the budget
a
a
a
constraints. This can be formulated as a linear program as
given below.
maximize
subject to


a αa xa
a xa |Ca | ≤ m
0 ≤ xa ≤ 1

(6)

Running time. The LP takes O(n4 ) time where n is the
number of groups. Note that it is not a function of the graph
size. Hence, if the number of groups is small, this algorithm
is very fast.
D. Node Deletion for Spectral Radius
Here, we propose an algorithm for solving Problem 4: the
group node immunization problem with respect to eigendrop.
It is based on the approximate eigendrop method which was
discussed in Section III-C. The eigendrop when removing
nodes in S can be approximated as follows [7].
Δλ ≈ φ(S) =


j∈S

2λu2j −



Mij ui uj

Mij ui uj Pr(i & j are vaccinated) .

(8)

Let g(v) denote the index of the group to which v belongs
to, i.e., if v ∈ Ci , then, g(v) = i. The probability that j is
vaccinated is xg(j) and the probability that both i and j are
vaccinated is


Pr(i & j are vaccinated) =

 
−

xg(i) xg(j) ,

if g(i) = g(j),

x2g(i) |C

otherwise.

|Cg(i) |
,
g(i) |−1

(9)

(7)

i,j∈S

where Mu = λu and u = (u1 , . . . , ui , . . . ). Recall that C
is the set of groups and x = (x1 , . . . , xi , . . .) is the allocation
vector where, xi is the fraction of nodes vaccinated in group

2λu2j xa −

j∈Ca





 
a

Mij ui uj x2a

i,j∈Ca

|Ca |
|Ca | − 1

Mij ui uj xa xb .

a=b i∈Ca ,b∈Cb

Observing that Mij , ui and xa are constants, defining αa =


a|
2λu2j |C|C
, βa = i,j∈Ca Mij ui uj , and
j∈Ca
a |−1
Γab = i∈Ca ,j∈Cb Mij ui uj , we get,
φ(x) =



αa xa −

a



βa x2a −

a



Γab xa xb .

a=b

Our aim is to find that x which maximizes φ(x). This can be
formulated as a quadratic program.
minimize

E[Δλ] ≈ φ(x)



Mij ui uj Pr (i, j) is removed
=


2λu2j Pr(j is vaccinated)

j∈V

i,j∈V

a

2) A Method Based on Approximate Eigendrop: The eigendrop when removing
edges in the set ET can be approximated

by φ(T ) =
(i,j)∈ET Mij ui uj where Mu = λu and
u = (u1 , . . . , ui , . . . ) [11]. Given the allocation vector x, the
expected drop in spectral radius is then given by





−

φ(x) =

Running time. The SDP step (Eq. (4)) dominates the running
time of this algorithm, which is O(|V |4 polylog(|V |)).

=



E[Δλ] ≈ φ(x) =

Applying the above to (8),

By definition, λmin
≤ λE (xmin ). Therefore, λmin
≤
E
E
λE (xmin ) ≤ z + 1. Hence, proved.

i,j∈E

Ci . For the group vaccination problem, the expected eigendrop
can be approximated by applying (7) as follows:

subject to




2
a βa xa +
a=b
= 12 xT Qx + cT x

a xa |Ca | ≤ B

Γab xa xb −



a

αa xa
(10)

0 ≤ xa ≤ 1,

where, Qaa = 2βa and for a = b, Qab = 2Γab and ca =
−αa . If Q is not semi-definite, the problem is NP-Hard [17].
 formed by all its
In that case, we use a low-rank matrix Q
eigenvectors corresponding to non-negative eigenvalues. The
QP on Q̂ can be solved in polynomial time using the ellipsoid
method [17].
  ) − φ(xQ )| ≤ n · Q − Q
 F , where n is
Lemma 4: |φ(x
Q
2
the number of groups in the graph.
Proof: Let xQ and xQ
 correspond to the best allocation
 respectively. Let φ(x)

vectors corresponding to Q and Q
=
1 T 
T
Qx
+
c
x
x.
Then,
2
1 T
T
φ(xQ
 ) − φ(xQ ) = − xQ
 − c xQ

 QxQ
2
1
− − xTQ QxQ − cT xQ
2
1
T
≤ − xTQ
 − c xQ

 QxQ
2
1 T
T
− − xQ
 − c xQ

 QxQ
2
1 T
(x  (Q − Q)xQ
=

2 Q
n T
≤ y (Q − Q)y
2

where y is some unit vector. The last expression follows from
T

the fact that xTQ
 ≤ n. Finally, we note that |y (Q− Q)y| ≤
 xQ
 F . Hence, proved.
Q − Q

Running time. The QP takes O(n4 ) time. Again, note that n
is the number of groups. Hence, it is fast when the number of
groups is small.
IV.

E MPIRICAL S TUDY

A. Experimental Setup
We implemented the algorithms in Python2 , and conducted
the experiments using a 4 Xeon E7-4850 CPU with 512GB of
1066Mhz main memory.
Datasets. We run our experiments on multiple datasets.
1). Stochastic Block Model (SBM) [18] is a well-known
graph model to generate synthetic graph with groups. We
generate a graph with 20 groups 1500 nodes 5000 edges.
2). Protein3 is a protein-protein interaction network in
budding yeast with 2361 nodes and 7182 edges. There are
13 classes of proteins, which are naturally treated as groups.
3). OregonAS4 is the Oregon AS router graph collected
from the Oregon router views, which contains 10670 nodes
and 22002 edge, and the group here are based on router
conductivities. We use Louvain [19], a fast community
detection algorithm to specify the groups.
4). YouTube5 a friendship networks in which users can
form groups. We create an induced graph by selecting nodes
that are in the top 5000 communities, which contains about
50K nodes and 450K edges.
5). Portland and Miami are social-contact graphs based
on detailed microscopic simulations of large US cities, which
has been used in national smallpox and influenza modeling studies using the SIR model [2]. Portland contains
0.5million nodes and 1.6million edges, while Miami has
0.6million nodes and 2.1million edges. We divided people
by ages ranging from 0-90 (hence 91 groups in both networks).
Settings. For LT model, we uniformly randomly choose 1%
nodes as the infected nodes (seeds) at the start. And we use
the same method in [9] to generate the probabilities on the
edges: for a node v, we assign each its incoming edge (u, v)
with a probability p̂uv uniformly at random, then we uniformly
randomly give a probability wv to v representing v’s incoming
edges fail to 
activate it. Then we get the normalized weight
puv = p̂uv /( u∈V p̂uv + wv ). We construct 500 live-edge
graphs in our algorithm for LT model. For robustness, each
data point we show is the mean of 1000 runs of randomly
sampling removed edges/nodes from groups. In the edge
deletion version, edge communities are induced from node
communities, i.e., for an edge e = (u, v), if both u and v
belong a group Ct , then e ∈ Ct , otherwise it belongs to group
Cij = {euv |u ∈ Cj , v ∈ Cj }.
Baselines. As we are not aware of any direct competitor
tackling our group immunization problems, we construct three
baselines for both node and edge deletion to better judge
their performance. Analogous versions of these baselines have
http://people.cs.vt.edu/∼ yaozhang/group-immu/.
3 http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/data/bio/Yeast/Yeast.htm.
2 Code:

4 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/oregon1.html.
5 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/com-Youtube.html.

been regularly used in state-of-the-art individual immunization
studies [7], [11], [20].
1). R ANDOM: uniformly randomly assign vaccines to
groups for both node deletion and edge deletion.
2). D EGREE: for node deletion, we calculate the average degree dCi of each group Ci , andindependently assign
vaccines to Ci with probability dCi / Ck ∈C dCk ; for edge
deletion, we first calculate the product degree de [21] of each
edge e = (u, v), i.e., de = du ∗ dv , then similar to node
deletion, we calculate the average product degree
dCi of Ci ,
and assign vaccines to Ci with probability dCi / Ck ∈C dCk .
3). E IGEN: Eigenvalue centrality has been widely used in
the immunization literature [7], [11], even as a baseline for LT
model [9]. Let u be the eigenvector corresponding to the first
eigenvalue of the graph. The eigenscore of node a is ua , while
the eigenscore of edge e(a, b) is |ua ub | [11]. For both node
and edge deletion, we calculate the average eigenscore uCi of
each group Ci , and
 independently assign vaccines to Ci with
probability uCi / Ck ∈C uCk .
Note that we do not compare and run the individual
based immunization methods [9], [7] “as-is” on the original
graph because these methods directly pick nodes which we
do not allow in our problems. Instead, we aim to pick the
best groups, and then uniformly at random allocate vaccines
within the group. Indeed the reason we formulate the group
immunization problems in this paper is that it is typically
not feasible to force targeted individuals to be vaccinated in
practice (as discussed before in the introduction).
B. Results
In short, we demonstrate that our methods outperform other
baselines on all datasets. We also show how the behaviors of
our methods change as groups vary. Finally, we conduct a case
study to analyze the vaccine allocations at group scale.
Note that we have given the time complexity of each
algorithm. Some of our algorithms, e.g., the one based on SDP
is fairly time intensive, though it runs in polynomial time.
However, it is important to keep in mind that these algorithms
are expected to be run before an epidemic outbreak, where the
solution quality is much more critical than the run time.
1) Performance: Figure 1(a), (b) and (c) show experimental
results under LT model for group edge deletion, while (d),
(e) and (f) demonstrate the results for node deletion. In all
networks, G REEDY-LT consistently outperform other competitors. Since we have same budgets for both edge and node
deletion, clearly node removal should perform better than edge
deletion as node deletion removes more edges. Our results
demonstrate this fact. As shown in Figure 1(a), (b) and (c),
G REEDY-LT performs pretty well for edge deletion compared
with other competitors, e.g., in YouTube, G REEDY-LT can
reduce about 25% of the infection if 500 edges are removed,
while for R ANDOM, D EGREE and E IGEN, the infection almost
remains the same even removing 500 edges. For node deletion,
G REEDY-LT performs even better: it reduces more than 30%
of the infection given the maximum budgets.
Figure 2(a), (b) and (c) show experimental results of
edge verion of group immunization for spectral radius, while
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Fig. 1.
Effectiveness for LT model various Real Datasets. (a),(b) and (c): edge deletion; (d), (e) and (f): node deletion. Graph susceptibility ratio
when vaccines are given
( ffootprint
) vs. number of vaccines. Lower is better. G REEDY-LT consistently outperforms other baseline algorithms for both node
ootprint without giving vaccines
and edge deletion.

Figure 3(a) and (b) show the performance of QP and LP as
the number of groups changes. First, both of them outperform
other baselines for Portland and YouTube. Second, as
the number of groups increases, the spectral radius decreases
more for all algorithms (except for R ANDOM) due to the fact
that the randomization of allocating vaccines deceases. The
extreme case is that when there is only one group, QP, D EGREE
and E IGEN are uniformly randomly allocate vaccine to the
whole graph, which is exactly the same as R ANDOM. On the
contrary, when the number of groups is equal to the number of
nodes, group immunization becomes individual immunization
which is effective but much more expensive. Figure 3(c) and
(d) show the performance of G REEDY-LT as the number of
groups varies. Similar to QP and LP, it consistently outperforms

3) Case Study: We now study the group vaccination
problem on realistic social contact networks , Portland
and Miami, using age based groups; as discussed earlier,
age based directives are commonly used by public health
agencies. Figure 4 shows the number of vaccines assigned
to different age groups, for a total of 10,000 vaccines, using
the QP algorithm. We find the groups with age 70 − 79 and
60 − 66 get the maximum allocation, for the Portland
and Miami networks, respectively. This contrasts with CDC
recommendations, and the strategy proposed by Medlock et
al. [1]. This might be because these results do not use the
detailed network structure. We believe this is an interesting
result which merits further study.
10000

10000

RANDOM
DEGREE
EIGEN
QP

8000

8000
Number of Vaccines

2) Varying Groups: We would like to see the effect of the
change of granularity of vaccine allocation. We changed the
number of groups on Portland, YouTube and OregonAS.
For Portland, age ranges from 0 to 90, hence there are
initially 91 groups. We decrease the number of groups by
randomly merging two adjacency age groups. For OregonAS,
we use community detection algorithm Louvain [19] to
find different number of groups. For YouTube, we randomly
merge ground true communities to form smaller size of groups.

other baselines. And the performance improvement is even
more obvious: when the graph size increases from 1 to 200,
G REEDY-LT almost reduces 90% of the infection.

Number of Vaccines

(c), (d) and (e) demonstrate the results for node deletion.
In all networks, SDP, LP and QP consistently outperform
other competitors. SDP gives the best results for Protein,
however, it is not scalable to large networks like YouTube and
Portland. LP for edge deletion and QP for node deletion,
perform very well for large networks. For edge deletion,
R ANDOM, D EGREE and E IGEN cannot decrease more than
10% of the first eigenvalue in YouTube when 5k vaccines
are given to groups, while LP can reduce more than 20% of
the eigenvalue. For node deletion, QP can get more than twice
reduction of eigenvalue compared to other competitors. When
comparing between node and edge deletion, we get the same
result as Figure 1: given same vaccines to both edge and node,
node removal can get a larger decrease of the spectral radius.
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Fig. 4. Vaccine Distributions for Portland and Miami (Budget=10000).
Number of vaccines vs. Age. (Age range ’0-9’: 1; ’10-19’: 2; ’20-29’: 3;
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V.

R ELATED W ORK

In general, there has been a lot of interest in studying
dynamic processes on large graphs like (a) blogs and propagations [22], (b) information cascades [23]; (c) marketing
and product penetration [24] and (d) malware prediction [25].
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These dynamic processes are all closely related to virus propagation. In this ection, we review related work mainly from
three areas: epidemiology, immunization and other optimization problems. In short, past work concentrates on individualbased immunization—in contrast, in this paper we study
group-based immunization problems under various models.
Epidemiology: The classical texts on epidemic models and
analysis are [26], [27]. Most work in epidemiology is focused
on homogeneous models. Much work has gone into in finding
epidemic thresholds for network models (minimum virulence
of a virus which results in an epidemic) for a variety of virus
propagation models [28], [10].
Immunization: There has been much work on finding optimal
strategies for vaccination and social distancing [1], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]. Much of the work in the epidemiology literature has been based on differential equation methods [1],
[3], [4]. Cohen et al [5] studied the popular acquaintance
immunization policy (pick a random person, and immunize
one of its neighbors at random). Using game theory, Aspnes
et al. [29] developed inoculation strategies for victims of
viruses under random starting points. Tong et al. [7], [11],
Van Miegham et al. [21], Prakash et al. [6] proposed various
node-based and edge-based immunization algorithms based on

minimizing the largest eigenvalue of the graph. Other nonspectral approaches for immunization have been studied by
Budak et al [30], Khalil et al. [9] and Zhang et al. [31]. All
of these papers studied individual-based immunization (where
either one targets specific individuals or whole demographics).
Here we study group-based problems, where vaccines are
distributed randomly inside groups.
Other Optimization Problems: Other diffusion based optimization problems include the influence maximization problem, formulated by Kempe et. al. [8] as a combinatorial optimization problem. Recently the paper by Eftekhar et al. [32]
studied this problem at group scale. Other such problems
where we wish to select a subset of ‘important’ vertices on
graphs, include ‘outbreak detection’ [15] and ‘finding mostlikely culprits of epidemics’ [33].
VI.

D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

This paper addresses the problems of controlling epidemics
by means of interventions that can be implemented at a group
level. We formulate the G ROUP I MMUNIZATION problem
in the LT model as well as SIS/SIR models (considering the
spectral radius minimization) for both edge-level and nodelevel interventions. We develop algorithms with rigorous per-

formance guarantees and good empirical performance for all
these problem classes. Our algorithms require a diverse class
of techniques, including submodular function maximization,
linear programming, quadratic programming and semidefinite
programming. Finally, we evaluate them on real networks of
diverse scales. We demonstrate that our algorithms significantly outperform other heuristics, and adapt to the group structure.
Our formulations capture the uncertainty, lack of control
and compliance at a fine granularity in immunization
interventions in public health and social media. Another
important practical consideration is the economies of scale
that arise in such group level formulations—these could
be the result of decreasing per unit cost of production or
distribution
within a group. Such constraints can be modeled
n
as i=1 φi (xi ) ≤ B, where φi (xi ) is a concave function and
xi is the allocation to group Ci , and B is a budget constraint.
Extending our algorithms to handle such constraints with our
formulation is an interesting future direction.
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